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About This Software

VoiceAttack is THE PREMIER voice control and macro creation system for your Windows games and applications. Take a
look at just a few elements from VoiceAttack's substantial set of features:

Control Your Games and simulators With Your Voice
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Add your voice as an extra controller with voice commands that YOU create. Give specific instructions to your space freighter,
your race pit crew, your 'mech or your druid and give life and immersion to your games like never before.

Also Control Your Apps

Launch and control applications with phrases you can actually remember. "Launch Skype" or "Launch Spotify" without even
touching the keyboard or mouse. VoiceAttack even works great along side your favorite voice chat apps like TeamSpeak and

Ventrilo.

Create Crazy-Powerful Macros

From simple, single key presses from a keyboard to mouse clicks to full-blown virtual conversations using text-to-speech, many
have found ways to make their PCs easier and way more fun to use in unprecedented ways.

Virtual Reality: The Time Is Now

Many are pairing VoiceAttack with devices such as the HTC Vive, Oculus Rift and Leap Motion. The extra depth and
immersive experience of voice control take virtual reality to a new level [especially when you can't see your hands].

Play Sounds and/or Music

Receive audible confirmation from your commands or fire up a random selection from your favorite tunes. You can pick
random sounds from a defined list or even a directory full of .wav, .mp3, .aac, .ogg or .flac files.

Not Just Voice Activation - Include Your Hardware

Invoke your created commands with a click of one or more mouse buttons, the press of joystick buttons or a hotkey combo on
your keyboard. Use VoiceAttack to augment or even replace some of that expensive macro-enabled hardware you have been

wanting to give away.

Dynamic Text-to-Speech Responses

Give your responses some personality by randomizing them or by using VoiceAttack tokens (inline functions) for some extra
flair. Dynamic Response Sections allow you to create extensive and immersive expressions with minimal effort. How nerdy is

that?

Comprehensive Macro Control

Loops, control statements, variables, tokens and even a plugin interface. You can even write, compile and share your very own
functions using C# or VB .net code within VoiceAttack. It's all there to help you design sophisticated commands to help make

your life easier, or your opponents' lives more difficult.

It's All About the Community

VoiceAttack has a diverse community of supporters that take VoiceAttack into the many facets of Windows computing. From
games and applications, to robotics, to corporate data centers to home automation (and more), there's a good chance that you'll

find the support you need to make your project as cool as you want it to be.

Did I Mention Voice Packs?

There are even professionally-crafted voice packs and profiles, such as those created by the geniuses at HCS VoicePacks for use
exclusively with VoiceAttack. Just check out the list of celebrity voices they have lined up - you are sure to recognize some or

all of their wonderfully talented personalities.
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Try the Demo

Give VoiceAttack a try with the VoiceAttack Steam demo. It's all in there to help you get a taste of what will truly change the
way you use your PC. Do.It.Now!
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Title: VoiceAttack
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
VoiceAttack.com
Publisher:
VoiceAttack.com
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, or 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 155 MB available space

Additional Notes: USB headset recommended

English
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Like a ten minute pep talk about abundance with nice scenery.

Camera is fuzzy for me htc vive with 1060 card, but I can see enough to relax

Going to recommend as I want more videos like this.. It's like someone tried to mix heroes of might and magic with the pit
people overworld aesthetic and then dumbed everything wayyyy down.

That's not to say it's a terrible game, hell at 3 bucks Canadian it isn't even a bad value proposition if you want something to play
for an hour and then forget it ever existed.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=SgJ4MWMrn0k&channel=UC9I_hGc1N7uT4a2G2mwja4g

But again, it's just way to dumbed down. The "strategy" aspect of the game which is supposed to remind you of heroes is instead
an automated battle in which you have very little control besides casting a little spell every once in a while. This feels like a tug
of war game without the tug of war part, strategy is more or less out the window and combat is more about throwing as many
units into the fray as possible- Which isn't much because the devs decided that, instead of having units take up a given value, it
would be a good idea to have every unit type have their own individual cap based on how strong they are. This means that,
instead of a "strong" unit taking up a certain amount of your total supply, you can only have x number of that unit based on your
current stats.

The other aspects are also lacking, any sense of empire maintaining is non-existent even compared to the heroes series which
was already barebones in that aspect. Instead of crafting units you exclusively get more units by just hiring them at buildings
located around the map for gold that you find laying around (you do get an income but it is negligible considering how little you
get for how much time it takes to send you more). The plot is minimal and doesn't receive any input during playing. It's basically
the same level of plot that early super mario games offered (i.e. Hey look, the princess is kidnapped! Let's go wander around
and do\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I guess").

Overall: Not a terrible game but very underwhelming in every aspect.. The most aesthetically pleasing art game that I've ever
played.
The graphics style is clean and immaculately polished.
The music is worth the price of the game alone featuring 80's Future-retro
keyboard music similar to scores played in Heartbeeps (1981) and A Clockwork Orange.
Small Radios is a fairly easy, mouse-driven, puzzle game telling an obscure story concerning
virtual reality casettes that play relaxing dioramas for their troubled participants but may also be recording
something as well....
. this DLC is obviously short, but it's actually well made and enjoyable, especially compared to Bastards (which is terrible). you
can decide if the price is right for you, but I got this for just 4 bucks and felt it was worth the hours I got out of it.. This game
rocks and has something for everyone, puzzles, team work or solo, lots of great challenges and kick♥♥♥♥♥boss's .
this game is worth the bucks, and there has been a lot of DLC and free product updates to it as well.

definitely a 5 star game in my books
. I downloaded the extreme collection pack with all 6 dlc packs and it hasnt given me the cd key for this one.. can anyone help
please on how i can get the cd key??. Garbage balance.
Garbage economy and proggression.
Garbage game modes.
Garbage scoring.
Garbage matchmaking.

The only reason to play this game is if you invested in it back when it showed promise, or if you hope against all reason that the
few games that are fun will compensate the ones that arent.. Incredibly varied and enjoyable. Greatly recommended!!. Buy this
game, Chickens!. Minor stuff like these are skippable. Unless you have the ambitious trait. Wait for a sale though.
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Despite this title's title, I found very little BDSM in the game Zen Bound 2. What I found was an entertaining casual game that
took care of an afternoon. I am still searching for leather and love, though. Call me: KL5-5555. Ask for Leather Daddy. Couples
welcome. No latex freaks.. new update makes it really good. The game is pretty damn fun (especially for the price tag). It runs
fine so far on my PC but I do have a beast PC so no guarantees. I definitely recommend it and hope that the devs continue
adding new beasts and modes (and extra camera controls too) and supporting this game.. A.I. pathing and animations need
serious work. They weave nonsensically like a derailed train. It looks and feels awful. You get 1 stealth shot, then maybe 1 more
before they reach you, which will inevitibly land in the tiny circle of armor they have. It's a better and more consistent strategy
to wait until they walk up to you, full stop, and get ready to swing. Guaranteed headshot. While effective, this is incredibly dull,
but it's infinitely better than taking shots at range.

Decoys are a neat concept but should have just been built into arrows, preventing the need for over-the-head reloading, which is
clunky and not guaranteed to work. Arrows should just always be in hand, functioning as a torch. This would let you make more
dynamic lighting.

Visually nice. I love that the decoys and arrows give off light. The sounds are very thematic, but the footsteps need to fade and
be quieter the further away the monster are (if this is already in place, it needs to be heavily cranked up). I keep thinking things
are behind me when they're in front of me further into the level.

Overall, this level of polish is something I'd expect from a free game. Worth a playthough if you can catch it on sale.

The dramatic elements are spot on, for the most part. The formal elements need some help.. If you like the PRR and you have
Horseshoe Curve, you need this train. Pulls great, runs great, sounds great. Not crazy over the bell, but that's a personal
preference I guess. The horn is my favorite in the game. This thing smokes more than Willie Nelson (if you catch my drift), just
like the real alcos did. The RS11 was also used on the LIRR, so I'm hoping they make a route out here so they can make a reskin
of this in LIRR blue and orange. When I read the first article about this pack on the Train Sim website, I just cringed. It seems
like DTG are scraping the bottom of the barrel when it comes to ideas for new DLC.

I do think it's nice that they are finally starting to acknowledge the existence of the London Underground, but this pack clearly
shows that either TFL were too stubborn to give Dovetail the license for the LU roundel, or Dovetail where just being as lazy as
they usually are.

I was very disappointed by this DLC, mainly because of how much hype DTG was generating for it. In other words, a case of
over-promising and under-delivering. I really hate the term 'Classic Capital Traction' they use at the start of this store page. Just
putting that out there.

This truely is a mess of a DLC. The bonus route is the only worthwhile part of this pack, even if the stations are all done-up in
Network Southeast style when the pack is supposed to have a London Transport theme. I do like the fact that we finally have a
remastered Phorum Peninsula, but again, it's let down by the rolling stock itself.

The biggest gripe I have with this LT "Heritage" collection is the fact that not a single piece of the included rolling stock is
brand-new to Train Simulator. We already had the 1938 tube stock with the Isle of Wight route, the Pannier Tank is a reskin of
the Riviera in the 50s Pannier, and the Class 20 has been in-game for about 3 years. It makes no sense why the Class 20 was
included, when they have virtually nothing to do with the London Underground, besides bringing the S stock down from Derby.
Calling the Pannier's coaches "Push-Pull" is a complete lie, as they are just standard coaches, that are literally just copied and
pasted over from the Isle of Wight route. The NSE coaches are from the NSE Class 47 pack. We already had the conflats, 16
ton mineral wagons, vans and the WR brake van, which was copied over from Dovetail's rehash of the Iron Horse House 9F. I
know this from looking at the rolling stock list in the scenario editor (it says 'PP 9F WR Brake Van'). Also, the "Push-Pull"
coaches were not changed at all. They still say 'Southern Railway'. I thought this collection had a London Transport theme to it!

I have realised that only the motive power has a London Transport theme. Everything else is completely random. NSE coaches
and stations + miscellaneous goods wagons we already have. This pack is just a complete mess. I only got it for the route, as I
like to use it for filming my series of Train Simulator Music Videos (using songs like Land of Confusion by Genesis).

My last major complaint is the names of the stations. I mean seriously? King Henry VIII Halt, Jurassic Halt, Channel, Spinswit
Harbour? Who comes up with these names? I will throw Dovetail a bone for adding more stations onto this revamped route, as
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the original Phorum Peninsula only had 5 stations. What I don't understand is why they changed the names of the stations that
survived from the original route. Ash Row is now St Paul's, Peddlestown is now Channel, St Bilton is now Vindelis, and Gray's
Point is now Stony Point. At least Vindelis station is much brighter under the overall roof than the original St Bilton.

So to summarise, this pack had great potential, but what we got as the final product was a huge disappointment. None of the
rolling stock is new, and the route doesn't even feel like you're in London, not to mention only the motive power has a London
Transport theme. If you really want this pack, I suggest you only get it for the route itself. I can-not recommend this DLC at all.
In my opinion, it is nothing more than a big kick in the guts to fans of London Transport and the present day London
Underground, like myself.. The game has been abandoned by the dev. Though you can still play through the main campaign and
some extras, there are a number of features that utilize daily counters. However with the game abandoned, these features never
unlock on the next day - the counters remain infinite. And for those few who like to pay for in game currency to help get items
faster, the ability to purchase said currency is no longer available. Not a negative for myself, but can be for others.

The gameplay itself is entertaining only within the first couple stages. After that its "clunkiness" begins to wear on you. Go play
Diablo III instead.. This is by far the best purchase I have ever made in my entire life. My pp is literally now diamonds, it's so
hard that when I sat down again, my pp dropped harder than Tsar Bomba. My purchase was so satisfactory, that even my profile
picture, Mr. Krabs is smiling in deep pleasure. Definitely buy this, like now or else the hentai gods will curse your poophole to
endlessly stream out feces. Nyaa~. Star ruler is truly one of the best strategy games i have played in a while..... the colonisation
is fun as well as the building......if you just want to build and command ships you can as you can set the AI to build your worlds
for you......all the mundane tasks like telling your ships to refuel is also controled by the AI giving you more time to play around
with your tech and take over the galaxy. all in all i give it a 4/5
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